
CASE STUDY

The King William IV is a traditional coaching inn, 
situated close to the beautiful Norfolk coastline, in a 
small village close to the major tourist attractions of           
Sandringham Castle and Fakenham Racecourse. The 
Inn’s attractive and welcoming exterior are matched 
by high quality interior décor and furnishings. The 
restaurant off ers diners excellent choice and quality of 
food with visitors cared for by friendly and professional 
staff .

Owned for the past 8 years by Nick and Lili Skerritt, 
in recent years the King William IV had been loss 
making and was, at one point, only month away from 
insolvency.

Created 3-year Business Plan

Agreed Key Performance Indicators 
and Benchmarks

Conducted detailed review of the 
company’s cost base

Identifi ed and changed loss-making 
practices

Created detailed 
marketing programme

Conducted regular reviews 
to keep the Plan on track

KEY POINTSKEY POINTS

The objective of the programme was 
to increase the value in the business in 
readiness for a future sale and, thanks 

to the commitment our Clients have 
made to the Fit4 Growth programme, 

this is now a realistic option.

Nick and Lili’s immediate priority was to get the 
business back into profi t, and create positive cash 
fl ow.  They also decided that, once they had resolved 
their fi nancial issues, they would sell the business; 
they anticipated an exit in three years.

Having originally met Evolution CBS at one of our 
Business Sales Masterclasses, Nick contacted our 
M.D., Rob Goddard, to fi nd out how Evolution CBS 
could help them return their business to profi t and 
develop the business in preparation for future exit. 
Our Clients had a very clear idea of the price they 
wanted to sell for. Rob’s advice, based on more than 
20 years’ experience, was that Nick and Lili would 
have to return the business to profi t and also grow it 
considerably before they could expect to achieve their 
desired price.

Rob proposed Evolution’s Fit4 Growth service, 
a structured growth to exit programme created 
specifi cally for companies that need to create 
additional value before sale. Evolution CBS were 
appointed as Business Advisers last year. The brief 
was to help Nick and Lili identify the key issues facing 
the company, suggest ways to increase sales, restore 
profi tability and create a medium term exit strategy.
Like many SME owners, our Clients understand their 
business very well but a combination of ill health and 
the  constant pressure of running the business meant 
that planning for their ultimate goal, creating a strong, 



website, which was cluttered and failed to convey 
the true character, charm and welcome of the King 
William IV—the things that would set it apart from the 
local chain hotels. At the same time, the website had 
to deliver the  functionality that visitors expect such as 
online booking and a blog page.

The history of the area, dating back over 1,000 years, 
was incorporated into the company’s marketing  
materials and, armed with new literature and a new 
website, our Clients set about promoting the King 
William IV as a traditional, welcoming Country Inn 
with excellent accommodation, food and drink.

In order to exploit the tourist trade in the local area, 
we encouraged our Clients to contact local tourist 
attractions to explore whether they would enter into 
reciprocal marketing/promotional arrangements.

Our Clients also identified other ways to attract both 
tourist and local customers and have created new 
offers that appeal to a wider audience, which they 
communicate through their website and social media.

Financial Management.

In order to track progress, the Company’s financial  
records were put onto the computer.  No more loose 
pieces of paper, which were hard to read, sometimes 
hard to locate and made detailed analysis all but 
impossible. Our Clients now report the financials and 
the KPIs each month for ECBS to review and make 
comment.

A detailed review of their cost base identified savings 
in a number of areas that had hitherto been over-
looked. As a result they were able to achieve a 
significant reduction in costs.

The Results …. So far.

In addition to a 20% reduction in costs the business 
last year delivered a £175k profit, from a 
consistent £35k loss for each of the past 
3 years.  The business has been re-vitalised, 
13 staff jobs are now secure and 
Nick and Lili are both bullish about 
the future of the business.
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saleable company, had taken a back seat. Fit4 Growth 
was the ideal solution for Nick and Lili, combining 
intensive support at the start of the programme with 
“light touch” ongoing management  as it rolled out. 

Creating the route-map for growth.

After working with the Clients to understand their 
business model and operation in detail, the first 
phase of the Programme involved devising a 3 year 
business plan, with financial forecasts and milestones 
that would be measured using a number of Key 
Performance Indicators. These were to be reviewed 
monthly to chart progress. However, the most pressing 
issue was to improve cashflow. So, alongside creating 
the business plan, we agreed a number of short term 
goals to reduce the company’s cost base.

Setting realistic goals.

When growing a business for sale, consistent financial 
results are vital. We worked with our Clients to build 
financial  orecasts that the business plan could deliver. 
When the time comes to sell the business will be able 
to demonstrate steady growth on the top and bottom 
lines. In order to ensure that the business delivered 
to forecast, the Business Growth Plan focused on 3 
key areas:

Operational change. 

We undertook an in-depth review of the company’s 
cost base. In this industry, managing stock and waste 
are crucial and in this case the menu was too broad 
and creating too much costly wastage.  We helped 
our Clients to identify their best -selling dishes and 
analyse production costs so that each dish met the 
required net margin.  Our Clients were therefore able 
to improve profitability without  comprising on choice 
and quality.

Marketing.

A clear marketing strategy would be pivotal to the 
success of the business plan. The company needed to 
have a clear proposition that could be communicated 
to several customer groups:- visitors, locals and 
businesses. A key part of this was the Company’s 
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